RNA interference screens to uncover membrane protein biology.
In this review, we discuss the use of RNA interference screens to identify genes involved in the regulation and function of membrane proteins. Briefly, cells expressing the membrane protein of interest can be transduced with a pooled lentiviral short-hairpin RNA (shRNA) library containing tens of thousands of unique shRNAs. Transduced cells are then selected or fractionated based on specific critera, such as membrane protein expression or function. shRNAs from selected cell populations are then deconvoluted and quantified using microarray analyses or high-throughput sequencing technologies. This allows individual shRNAs to be scored and cutoffs can be made to generate a list of shRNA hits. Bioinformatic analyses of gene targets of shRNA hits can be used to identify pathways and processes associated with membrane protein biology. To illustrate this functional genomics approach, we discuss pooled lentiviral shRNA screens that were performed to identify genes that regulate the transcription and cell-surface expression of the cancer stem cell marker CD133. This approach can be adapted to study other membrane proteins, as well as specific aspects of membrane proteins, such as their function or downstream signaling effects.